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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : 100 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question (a, b, etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group·A 

1. (a) What is cellular manufacturing system? Explain cell 
layout and how it helps in reducing material handling 
equipment, with the help of a suitable example. I + 2 + 2 

(b) Define the term 'management'. Also, explain briefly 
mission functions of management. 2 + 2 

(c) Highlight the contribution ofHL Gantt, H Fayol and 
Gilbreth. 2 x 3 

(d) What do you mean by ABC classification ? Discuss 
different types of inventory control system according 
to different classes of ABC. 2 + 3 

2. (a) Differentiate between process layout and product 
layout on at least any nine criteria like quality issue. 4 
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(b) Explain MRP II with the help of its flow diagram. 
Indicate different input and output with a suitable 
example. 3 + 2 

(c) What are the different roles as described by the 
Mintzberg. Explain each with a suitable example. 2 + 3 

(d) Describe the following: 

(i) Parity principle 

( ii) Acceptance theory 

(iii) Authority and its delegation 

(iv) Scalar chain ~f command 

( v) Division of labour 

(vi) Functional authority. 

6xl 

3. (a) Explain different factors that affect the decision of 
location of a hospital. 4 

(b) What are different types of inventories ? Explain each 
one in detail. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages ofholding the inventory? 1 + 2 + 2 

(c) ClassifY the controlling approaches. Explain autocratic 
and clan control style. Also, explain bench markinJ!;. 

- - 2-+2+2 

(d) What do you mean by environment of an organization? 
Explain SWOT analysis. What are different types of 

plans. 2 + 2 + 1 

4. (a) What do you mean by the function 'organizing'? 
Enlist the advantages and disadvantages of line 
organization and matrix organization. 2 + 2 

(b) Explain Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Also, explain 
motivation cycle. 2 + 2 

(c) ABC company produces brass door knockers, among 
other things. The company expects the next year 
demand for door knockers to be 20,000 units at a 
uniform rate. It costs $125 to set up the equipment to 
produce the door knockers, and production rate is 5000 
units per month. The company accountant estimates 
that it costs $ 0·40 per year to hold a door knocker in 
inventory. 

(i) How many knockers should company produce 
each time it initiates production of knockers ? 4 

(ii) It takes 3 weeks from the time the warehouse 
orders more knockers until finished knockers 
begins to arrive. At what inventory level should 
the company release production orders, if it 
desires 1.5 times the average lead time used to be 
designated as safety stock ? 2 

(d) Five jobs are to be on two processes, all in the 
sequence of first process 1 and then process 2. The 
duration of the operations are indicated in the table 
below: 

Job 
Time,hr 

Process 1 Process 2 

A 4 2.2 
B 3 3.5 
c 2 2.6 
D 4 4.0 

E 4.5 2.5 

Sequence the job according to Johnson's rule. Use a 
Gantt chart to show how long, after the start of the 
first job on process 1, each job will be completed 
process 2. 6 
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Group B 

5. (a) Given the information below for ABC Co., prepare 

the balance-sheet and income statement : 3+2 

Loan payable· Rs. 2500 Cash Rs. 10,125 

Buildings Rs.22450 Utility expenses Rs. 750 

Supplies expenses Rs. 5000 Retained earning Rs. 17500 

Supplies on-hand Rs. 3750 Accounts payable Rs.5000 

Miscellaneous 

expenses Rs. 7000 Sales Rs. 25,000 

Accounts 
receivables Rs. 12500 Capital Stock Rs. 61450 

Salary Rs. 12500 Land Rs. 37375 

(b) Explain, with a suitable example, direct cost, indirect 

cost, sunk cost, opportunity cost, and salvage value. 5 

(c) List the advantages and disadvantages of I'aguchi 
method. 3 

(d) (i) Explain the product life-cycle taking the example 

of radio and transistor. 5 

(ii) What do you mean by marginal productivity ? 2 

6. (a) What are the factors of production ? Explain the total, 

average and marginal product. Why are average cost, 

marginal cost and avergae cost curves are U-shaped ? 
1+2+1 

(b) Explain transaction theory of firm with the help of a 

suitable example. 3 

(c) Explain MBNQA in detail through its purpose, criteria 

for performance, and characteristic of criteria. 

Supplement your answer with a neat sketch. 1 + 2 + 2 

7. 

(d) List the steps of the product design and explain them 
briefly. What are the general approaches to promote 

the new product in the market. 2+2 

(e) Explain the objective of e-commerce and its benefits. 
2+2 

(a) Information concerning a project is given below. 
Indirect project cost amounts to $250 per day. The 
company will incur a cost $100 per day penalty for 
each day the project last beyond day 14. 

(i) Draw AON network. What is project duration only 
if normal times are used ? 2+1 

(ii) What is the minimum cost schedule ? 4 

(iii) What is the minimum path for the minimum cost 
schedule? 

Activity Normal Normal Crash Time, Crash Immediate 
Time, days Cost, S days Cost,$ Predecessor 

A 5 1000 4 1200 None 

B 5 800 3 2000 None 

c 2 600 1 900 A,B 

D 3 1500 2 2000 B 

E 5 900 3 1200 C,D 

F 2 1300 1 1400 E 

G 3 900 3 900 E 

H 5 . 500 3 900 G 

(b) What do you mean by productivity? Explain its type in 
brief. 1 + 2 

(c) What is Total Quality Management? Explain how it 
differs from six sigma. 3 + 2 

(d) Explain difference between fact, data and information. 
What is the role of information in organization dealing 

with e-commt~rce? 2 + 2 
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8. (a) Differentiate between financial accounting and 
managerial accounting. 4 

(b) The specifications for one dimension of s part are 
1·750 ± 0·003 em. When parts ofthis general size are 
made, the process has a standard deviation of 

measurement of 0·00 15 em. 

{i) Calculate the process capability index. Is the 
process capable of meeting this specification ? 

(U) If the process is used and it is kept centered at 
1·750 em, what percentage of the parts will be 
outside the specifications for this dimension? 

(iii) Suppose the company wishes to produce 10000 
parts that are within the specifications and that it 
operates the process centered at 1·750 em. All 
parts that are outside the specification are 
scrapped, and company will receive only$ 1.00 
for each of them. It costs the company $36 to 
produce each part. How many parts should the 
company start to produce so that it expect I 0000 
good parts ? What would be the cost of internal 
failure in this case ? 

Cumulative Probabilities of the Normal Distribution 
(Areas under the standardized normal curve from - <Xl to z ) 

z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 

1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 
1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.9474 0.9484 0.9495 0.9505 
1.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 
1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.9664 0.9671 0.9678 
1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9738 0.9744 
2.0 0.9772 0.9778 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 
2.1 0.9821 0.9826 0.9830 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 
2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 
2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.9904 0.9906 
2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 

2 

3 

3 

9. 

(c) Explain DuPont analysis and its use. 4 

(d) (i) What is the 'law of diminishing marginal 

return' ? Define scales of economics. 

(ii) Explain the advantages of sampling. 

Group C 

2 

2 

Choose the correct answer for the following : 

( i) Micro-motion study is attributed to 

20 X} 

(a) F W Taylor 

(b) HLGantt 

(c) Elton Mayo 

(d) Gilbreth 

(ii) System ofworking developed by F WTaylor is . 

(a) line orga.'lization. 
(b) line and staff organization. 
(c) effective organization. 

(d) functional organization. 

(iil) A chart, indicating a horizontal span of control and 
vertical distribution of authoritv. is called ~s -----------.7-- ------

(a) authentication chart. 
(b) Pi chart. 

(c) organization chart. 
(d) span chart. 

(iv) Acceptance sampling is widely used in 

(a) batch production. 

(b) cellular manufacturing system. 
(c) mass production. 
(d) All of the above. 
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(v) Standard deviations for three samples are 5, 6, and 8. 

(vi) 

If these samples are merged, what will be the 
standard deviation ? 

(a) 19.00 

(b) 11.18 

(c) 125.00 

(d) 8.00 

A wink is equal to 

(a) l/2000MIN 

(b) 1/lOOOMIN 

(c) 112500MIN 

(d) 1/3000 MIN 

(vii) What is the difference between TQM and Six 
Sigma? 

(a) TQM relates to Kaizen while Six Sigma to zero 
defect. 

(b) TQM focuses on employee involvement while 
Six Sigma does not. 

(c) In Six Sigma, SPC is used while in TQM, SPC 
has no significance. 

(d) All of the above. 

(viiz) Monitoring and follow up work intended for 
completion of job within the due date is 

(a) scheduling. 

(b) expediting. 

(c) routing. 

(d) None of the above. 

(ix) Process layout 

(a) allows low variety and high volume mass 
production. 

(b) allows variety of products to be made on the 
same facility. 

(c) has the dedicated facility which lead to full 
automation on demand. 

(d) All of the above. 

(x) For a given level of safety stock and EOQ ordering, 
re-ordering point 

(a) depends only on the rate of consumption. 
(b) is independent of the rate of consumption and 

lead time. 
(c) depends only on the lead time. 
(d) depends on lead time and consumption rate. 

(xi) EOQ is within the range of the lowest discounted 
rate offered, then 

(a) accept the discount offer and order for the 
minimum in the range. 

(b) reject the discount order. 

(c) consider the total cost of the ranges of discount 
before taking the decision. 

(d) accept the discount offer and order at EOQ level. 

(xii) The method of classification of items to be adopted 
for spare parts inventory is 

(a) ABC analysis 
(b) XYZ analysis 
(c) VED analysis 

(d) SDE analysis. 
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(xiiz")cMatch the items of list A with the items of list Band 

give the correct response using the code Wfitten in 

parenthesis. 

List A 

(P) MRP 

(Q) JIT 

(R) ROP 

(S) EOQ 

(T) Safety stock 

(U) ABC 

ListB 

(A) Manufacturing time 

(B) Planned order release 

(C) Closing inventory 

(D) Pull syste~ 

(E) Stock level 

(F) Costly items 

(G) Balancing the 
ordering cost and 
canying cost 

(H) Selective control 

(I) Fluctuation in the 
lead time 

(a) P-B, Q-D, R-E, S-G, T-1, U-H 

(b) P-B, Q-0, R-E, S-G, T-1, U-F 

(c) P-B. Q-0, R-1, S-G, T-E, U-H 

(d) P-B, Q~D, R-1, S-G,T-E, U-F 

(xiv) The optimality oftransportation is checked by the 

following method: 

(a) N· W comer method 

(b) V/\fvl 

(c) MOOI method 

(d) Least cost method. 

(xv) A free float is 

(a) one which does not affect the EST of 
successors. 

(b) one which affects EST of successors. 

(c) one which does not affect the EST of 
successors but project length. 

(d) one which affects the EST of successors but 
project length. 

(xvi) In a CPM netwok, critical path is 

(a) shortest path. 
(b) longest path. 
(c) moderate path. 
(d) None of the above. 

(xvii) In a PERT network, the activity duration is assumed 
to be 

(a) Normally distributed. 
(b) Beta distributed. 
(c) Linearly distributed. 
(d) Poisson distributed. 

(xviii) Direct cost of an activity is 

(a) directly proportional to its duration. 
(b) inversely proportional to its duration. 
(c) associated with total project time. 
(d) None of the above. 

(xix) The amount sold on credit by a firm is indicated 
under the 

(a) assets side of the balance-sheet. 
(b) liabilities side of the balance-sheet. 
(c) sundry head. 
(d) None of the above. 
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S'12:3FN: IC402 (1411) 

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : I 00 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question (a, b, etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) What support exists for the claim that management is 
a science ? Explain. 5 

(b) Does the expected monetary value criterion (EMV) 
always provide the decision maker with the best course 
of action ? Explain. 5 

(c) A manufacturer of farm equipment is considering three 
locations (A, B, and C) for a new plant. Cost studies 
show that fixed costs per year at the sites are$ 2,40,000, 
$2,70,000 and$ 2,52,000, respectively, whereas variable 
costs are $ 100 per unit, $ 90 per unit, and $ 95 per unit, 
respectively. If the plant is designed to have an effective 
system capacity of2500 units per year and is expected 
to operate at 80 percent efficiency, what is the most 
economic location on the basis of actual output ? 5 

(Turn Over) 
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2. 

(d) Distinguish among the following types of layout: 
(i) Fixed position, (ii)job-:shop, and (iii) line processing. 
Give examples of each type. 5 

(a) What are the major outputs from an MRP system ? In 
what way do MRP benefits extend to inventories, 
priorities, and capacities? 

(b) Which aspect, or principle, of Taylor's philosophy of 

scientific management corresponds most closely with 

some firms' efforts to improve the qualitY of work life 
today ? Explain with an example. 

(c) Distinguish between dependent and independent 
inventories. Give some examples. 

(u') In what major respect are facilities and personnel 
maintenance different ? Give examples. 

5 

5 

5 

5 

3. (a) What aspects of goals are especially important when 
applying them at the job design level? Explain. 5 

(b) Discuss the following in brief: 

(i) Participative management 

(ii) Collective bargaining 

Give one example of each. 

3+3 

(c) Give an example of a situation where a pure planning 
strategy would be infeasible from a practical 
standpoint. 4 

(d) In what respect is the location of goods producing 
facilities more flexible than that of service-producing 
facilities? Explain. 5 

4. (a) Identify four different approaches to management, and 
then define what you mean by the term 'management'. 5 

S'l2:3FN: IC 402 (1411) ( 2 ) (Continued) 

(b) A producer needs to add a component sub-assembly 
opl:!ration that can produce 80 units during a regular 
8 hr shift. The operations have been designed for three 
activities with times as shown below : 

Operation 
A 
B 
c 

Activity 
Mechanical assembly 

Electric wiring 
Test 

Standard Time, min 
12 
16 
3 

(i) How many work-stations (in parallel) will be 
required for each activity ? 5 

(ii) Assuming that the workers at each station cannot 
be used for other activities in the plant, what is 
the appropriate percentage of idle time for this 
sub-assembly operation ? 

(c) How is recruitment process of an IT company different 
from the same of a manufacturing company ? Explain. 

Group B 

5. (a) What are the essential differences between PERT and 

5 

5 

CPM ? Give an example of each. 5 

(b) How are control charts for variables different than 
the control charts for attributes ? Explain. 

(c) What are different financial ratios? Discuss their 

5 

implications. 5 

(d) What is ERP? How is it different from MRP~I and 
MRP-11? 5 

6. (a) Discuss different acceptance sa..rnpling plan.s used in 
SQC. Give examples of each plan with their merits 
and demerits. I 0 

S' 12:3FN: IC 402 (1411) ( 3 ) (Turn Over) 
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8'13: 3 FN: IC402 (1411) 

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : I 00 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from GroQ.p A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question (a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marh. 

Group·A 

1. (a) IdentifY four different approaches to management, 
and then define what do you mean by the term 
'management'. 7 

(b) What support exists for the claim that management is 
a science? 6 

(c) What are the five steps suggested for making location 
decisions? 7 

2. (a) A contractor is evaluating its machine shop's current 
process·tayout. The figure below shows the current 
layout and the table shows the trip matrix for the 
fac1hty. 
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Health and safety regulations require departments E 
and Fto remain at their current positions: 

From/To 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

F 

E 
A 

A 

B 
c 

F 
D 

'Current layout' 

B c 
8 3 

D E F 

9 5 

3 

8 9 

3 

3 

Can layout be improved? ~A ... !so, evaluate using !cad 
distance (ld) score. 10 

(b) Demand for a product was doubled during a 3-year 
period. At a management meeting, the inventory 
manager was asked to explain why his order size for 
this product had failed to increase in a proportional 
(linear) amount to demand. How should he respond? 5 

(c) Distinguish between dependent and independent 
inventories. Give examples of each type of inventory. 5 

3. A firm producing wheelbarrows is expected to deliver 40 
wheelbarrows in week l, 60 in week 4, 60 in week 6, and 
50 in week 8. Among the requirements for each yvheel
barrow are two handlebars, a wheel assembly, and one tire 
for the wheel assembly. Order quantities, lead times, and 
inventories on hand at the beginning of period I are shown 
hclow: 

4. 

5 .. 

6. 

Part Order Quantity Lead Time, Inventory 
Week on Hand 

Handlebars 300 2 100 
Wheel 

assemblies 200 3 220 
Tyres 400 50 

90 wheel assemblies are also needed in period 5 for a 
garden tractor shipment. A shipment of300 handle
bars is already scheduled to be received at the 
beginning of week 2. Complete the material
requirements plan for the handlebars, ·wheel 
assemblies, and tyres and show what quantities of 
orders must be released and when they must be 
released in order to satisfy the master production 
schedule. 20 

<a> Distinguish between job enlargement and job 
enrichment. 7 

(b) Derive expression for basic EOQ model. 7 

(c) Explain the objectives of maintenance. 6 

Group B 

(a) What are the heads of expenditure that may be 
incurred for ERP implementation? 6 

(b) How does the quality circle approach to quality control 
differ from the traditional approach of inspection by a 
quality control inspector? 7 

(c) Enumerate the differences between CPM and PERT. 7 

(a) What are different financial ratios? Explain. 7 

(b) 'KOLAVERI DE' song is a classic case of viral 
marketing'. Elucidate this statement. 6 
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W'12: 3FN: IC402 (1411) 

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : 100 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group Band ALL/rom Group C. 

All parts of a question (a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. · 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) Briefly explain what a limited partnership is? Explain 
under what circumstances you might considered to be 
a partner against your wishes ? Describe the duties 
and responsibilities of such partners. 3 + 3 + 4 

(b) 'Elective management is management by objective 
(MBO)'. Discuss. 5 

(c) What are the principles of management propagated 
by Henry Fayol? 5 

2. Write short notes on the following : 

(a) Responsibility and authority 
(b) Span of control 
(c) Effective delegation 
(d) Communication 
(e) Balance, stability and flexibility 

5x4 
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W'13:3FN:IC402 (1411) 

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three· hours 

·Maximum Marks : 100 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question ( a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) What support exists for the· claim that management is 
a science? 6 

(b) Describe various functions of management. 7 

(c) F. W. Taylor originated the idea of scientific 
management. Comment on this statement. 7 

l. (a) Describe various types of organisations stating their 
salient features with the help of a neat diagram. 14 

(b) Writeanoteon 'delegationofauthority'. 

3. (a) Explain thefunctionsandresponsibilitiesofhuman 
resource management with the help of I ine diagram( s ). 1 5 

(b) What are the rights and liabilities of a registered trade 
union? 5 
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Afaximum Afarks : 1 OIJ 

Answer FIVE questions, taking At\Y TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question ( a, b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessan· long anslrers mm· 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably gi1·ing 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) Identify four different approaches to management and 

then define the term 'management'. 7 

(b) Describe various functions of management. 

(c) What do you understand by 'authority' and 

'responsibility'? 

2. (a) Explain various types of organisation in brief. 

(b) Describe contributions of some pioneers/leaders to 

8 

5 

10 

'human relation approach'. 10 

3 (a) Discuss how site of a factory would influence the 

production cost. 5 
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(h) State the relative merits and demerits of various types 

of plant layout. I 0 

(c) State the objectives of maintenance. 

4. (a) Explain ABC system in inventory control with the help 

of a neat diagram. 

(h) A company requires 16000 units of raw material 

costing Rs. 2 per unit. The cost of placing an order is 

Rs. 45 and the carrying costs are I 0 % per year per unit 

of average inventory. Determine the (i) economic 

5 

12 

order quality and (ii) cycle time. 4 + 4 

Group B 

5. (a) What are the heads of expenditure that may be incurred 

for ERP implementation ? 7 

7 (h) Explain in brief different financial ratios. 

(c) What is imprest ? How is it maintained ? 2+4 

6. (a) Explain in detail about factors of production. 12 

(h) What is market research and analysis? Explain how 

it is conducted . 2 + 6 

7. (a) Describe in brief various types of control charts and 

their applications. 8 + 4 

(h) Differentiate between PERT and CPM. 8 

8. (a) Discuss the role of EDI in e-commerce. Give some 

examples. 8 

(h) Explain the role of management information system 

(MIS) and decision support system (DSS) in today's 

industrial management. 6+6 

Group c 
9. Answer the following in hrief: I() X 2 

(i) Participative management 

(ii) MPS 

(iii) Inventory control 

(iv) Learning curve 

(v) Marginal productivity 

(vi) Dummy activity 

(vii) CRAFT 

(viii) Maintenance 

(ix) Project management 

(x) Acceptance sampling. 
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : 100 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question ( a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the~point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. U'nnecessary long answers may 

result in Joss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

I. (a) Write a brief history of management. 6 

(b) 'Management is responsible to diversified interests'. 

Explain. 7 

(c) Identify the managing attributes in twentyftrst century 

in contrast to management in twentieth century. 7 

2. (a) State different types of organisations which are 
prevailing in industries. 6 

(b) Briefly describe the steps involved in the planning 
process. 7 

(c) How is the organisation structure designed? Explain. 7 
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3. (a) What is meant by manpower planning? Describe 7. (a) Name the pioneers of total quality concept. Explain 

various factors affecting it. 7 their contributions. 7 

(b) Write a short note on education and training programme (b) Explain salient features of each oft he statement of 

to develop awareness. 7 
ISO 9000 series. 7 

(c) Write a note on 'delegation of authority'. 6 
(c) Explain different concepts ofTQM. 6 

8. (a) Discuss the role of EDI in e-commerce. 6 
4. (a) What are the rights and liabilities of a registered trade 

union? Explain. 6 (b) What is meant by feasibility study of a project? 
Explain the following aspects of project feasibility 

(h) State the tools used in designing a layout. 7 study: 2+3+3 

(c) Determine the economic order quantity for a product (i) Market and demand study 

whose average daily consumption rate is 80 units. Cost (ii) Technical study 

of each unit is Re 0·50 and the inventory carrying (c) What is market research and analysis? Explain the 
charge is 0·20. The cost of placing order is Rs. I 0. process of conducting it. 6 
Assuming total working days in a year as 300, 

Group C 
calculate the annual inventory capital. 7 

9. 
Group B 

Answer the following in brief: lOX 2 

(i) What is quality'! 
5. (a) Explain various methods of raising finance. 7 

(ii) What is imprest '! 

(b) Differentiate between fixed cost, variable and semi- (iii) What is meant by productivity '! 
variable costs. 7 

(iv) What is break-even-point ? 

(c) Explain the double entry system in accountancy. 6 (v) What is corrective maintenance ? 

6. (a) Write a note on market with reference to managerial (vi) What are the types of inventory ? 

economics. 7 (vii) Differentiate between vertical and horizontal_growth 

(b) Define production function. Explain the nature and 
in an organisation. 

managerial uses of production function. 6 (viii) What is ALDEP with reference to layout? 

(c) How does the study of theory of finn help us in the (ix)" Differentiate between MRP and ERP. 

establishment, operation and control of an organi- (x) What is the difference between CPM and PERT? 

sation? 7 
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Maries : 100 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question ( a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

t. (a) How is management differs from administration? 6 

(b) Describe the nature and scope of management. 7 

(c) Briefly explain the contributions of F W Taylor to 
scientific management. 7 

2. (a) Mention the factors responsible for the emergence of 
informal organizations. What are the steps involved in 
the process of delegation ? 12 

(b) Explain the differences between formal and informal 
organizations. 8 

3. (a) Explain the role of personnel manager. 

(b) Discuss the characteristics of various incentive 
schemes? 

10 

10 
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4. (a) DefineS WOT analysis and discuss it<J importance in 
the setting of ohjcctiws and planning of strategies in 
an organisation. 10 

(h) Item purl.hascd fn.'lll :.1 vcudor cost Rs 20 each and 
the forecast for next year· s demand is 1000 units. It 
costs Rs. 5 every time an order is placed for more 
units and storage cost Rs. 4 per unit per year. What 
quantity should be ordered each time? 4 

(i) What is the total cost of ordering for a year ? 3 

(ii) What is the total storage cost for the year? 3 

Group B 

5. (a) Explain aboutthe process of delegation, and the guide-

lines for effective delegation. 7 

(b) What is matrix. organization? What are its advantages 

and disadvantages ? 6 

(c) What do you mean by span of management ? F.xplain 

the factors determining an effective span of manage-

ment. 7 

6. (a) Expiain the barriers of communication. Hm:v do you 
overcome the barriers of communication ? 5 

(b) Give a brief idea about electronic media in commu-

nication. 5 

(c) List and explain the motivational techniques. 5 

( J) Briefly explain the concept of path-goal approach of 

leadership. 5 

{a) What are the factors affect the operations of multi-

national enterprises? Explain. 7 

(h) Explain the unified theory of management. 6 

(c) What is intemational management? Explain different 
forms of intcmational business. 7 

8. (a) Ddine productivity and identify the problems involved 

in measuring the productivity ofknowledge workers. 7 

(b) What are the basic steps in planning the system in 

operations management ? 7 

(c) What are the barriers to effective communication? 6 

Group C 

9. Answer the following in brief: 

(i) Define ethics. 

(if} What do you mean by social audit ? 

(iii) What is planning? 

(iv) What do you mean by planning premises ? 

{ v) Defme decision making. 

}0 X 2 

(vi) What is the reiationship between d~dsion and 
decision making ? 

(vii) Define decisions. 

(viii) What is MIS ? 

(ix) What is production management? 

(x) What is linear programming? 
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : 100 

-· Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
·ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question (a,b.etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) Describe the nature and scope of management. 6 

(b) What are the various categories of managerial 
activities ? 7 

(c) Explain various types of management. 7 

2. (a) Discuss various types of organisations. 7 

(b) What are the activities involved in management 
process ? Explain. 7 

(c) Differentiate between the management, administrator 
and owner as applicable to an organisation. 6 
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3. (a) Distinguish between the activities of monitoring and 
controlling. Explain various types of control. 6 

(b) Which are the factors considered while making 
recruitment in an organization ? Explain. 7 

(c) Discuss the characteristics of various incentives 
schemes. 7 

4. (a) What are the various types of layout? Briefly explain 
ili~. 6 

(b) Discuss various classes of inventory in an organisation. 6 

(c) A producer produces 1200 pieces/day and is selling 
only 50% ofthe production. Production setup cost is 
Rs. I 000·00 and carrying cost per unit is Rs. 5 ·00. 
Assume annual demand is I ,20,000 pieces. Find the 
(i) economic lot size and (ii) number of production 
runs required to be scheduled per year. 8 

Group B 

5. (a) Define SWOT analysis and discuss its importance in 
the setting of objectives and planning of strategies in 
an organisation. 

(b) Explain the process of delegation and the guidelines 

10 

for effective delegation. 5 

(c) Describe the process of collective bargaining. 5 

6. (a) What are the various forms of financial statements? 
Explain them in brief. 6 

(b) Describe the method for linkage oftwo successive 
balance-sheets with profit and loss statements. 8 

(c) What is meant by span of management ? What are the 
factors considered to determine the same ? 6 

7. (a) How is quality control different from quality assurance ? 
Explain. 6 

(b) Discuss the theory of firm. 6 

(c) Describe a control chart meant for rejection of 
damaged glass items in a company. 8 

8. (a) Describe consumer behaviour and market research. 
How is the data collected related to consumer before 
launching a new product in the market ? 5 

(b) What.are the various types of ISO 9000 systems? 
Explain. 5 

(c) What are the barriers to effective communication? 5 

(d) Discuss the role of information technology in financial 
management. 5 

Group C 

9. Explain/define the following in brief: 

(i) Planning 

( ii) Goal setting 

(iii) Systems management 

10 X 2 

(iv) Difference between re-training and skill development 

( v) Productivity 

(vi) Management Information System 

(vii) e-commerce 

(viii) Quality 

(ix) Project 

(x) Difference between pricing and promotion. 
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marb : I f!O 

Answer FIVE. questions, talctng ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Uroap B and ALL from Group C. 

All paris of a question (a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one place. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-noint .and be supplemented 
· w}th neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

· result in loss.of marls. .. -

Any missing or wrong data may be assutned suitably giving 
proper justification. 

· ... 
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) The bottom line in every organization is simply •get the 
job done' -Elucidate different perspectives involved 
in the bottom line. 12 

(b) According to Peter F. Drucker, 'management is a 
human activity'. Explain the concept in the context of 
engineering management. 8 

2. (a) How do social factors influence the practice of 
management ? 6 

(b) What is the major task of the manager according to 
contingency approach ? 7 

(c) \\'nat ate the contributions and limitations of the 
integrative school ? 7 

( Turn Over ) 
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3. (a) Outline the procedural steps for Brown and Gibson (b) How are the expe<:ted time and variauC",e calculated 
model ( 19n} wi~ an appropriate example. 15 from 1hl""~~ time estimates in PERT 1 6 

(b) What are the: essential factors considered for selection (c) Exhibit schematically how e-business helps to 
. and recruitment process a~ different levels of an accomplish the goal of a manufacturing organ~o.O.: 8 
organization '! () . 

8. (a) What are the essential features of quality function 
4. (a) Briefly describe.various meth~ of physical control of deployment (QFD}? 4 

inventory. 6 
. -

(b) What is Material Requirements Planning (MRP)? Give 
(b) Discuss the interrelationship between capital structure, 

its logic, inputs and outputs. 1 asset structure· and fmancial structure through an 
example. 8 

(c) Explain collective bargaining tht;:augh an exampl.e. 7 
(c) Explain the impot;tance of various financial ratios. 8 

Group B 

s. (a) If demand is Unitary elastic, what action could a 
Group C .. 

~ manager take to increase total revenue ? Explain. s 9. Answer the following in brief: _ 10 x2 

(b) Why is market demand curve usually less elastic (l) Differentiate between attribute and variable. 
than demand curves faced by individual finns in that . "' 

market? 5 (il) What is the difference between p-chart and c-chart 1 

(c) Exp~the ooncept of production function. Why is only (iiz) Distinguish between producer's risk and consumer~$ 

havifl_g qualitative information about the production risk. 

function inadequate for making decisions about (iv) Outline the differences 'between efficient map.agcr 
efficient input combinations ~d profit-maximizing rate ~d effeetive manager. 
of output? lO 

{t') Differentiate between cash flow an4 fund flow. 
6. (a) Explain marginal rate of substitution (MRS) through an 

W?at is Deming's PDCA cycle ? appropriate example. 7 (vi) 

(b) Elaborate the buyer•s characteristics and decision (vii) What t~ marginal productivity? 

process leading to purchase decision. 6 (viii) What i::;; shadow price ? 

(c) What are the steps followed in setting a producfs (i:c) What is cross·.elisticity of demand ? 
price ? Explain. 7 

What are protitability ratios? ~} 
7. (a) Briefly explain the vatious promotion tools used to 

generate traffic and purchase. 6 

S'l6: 3 FN:IC 402 (1411} ( 2 ) ( Contitmed) S'l6; :3 FN:IC 4Q2 (1411) ( 3 ) AG--7000 
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Time : Three hours

Maximum Marks : 100

Answer FtvE questions, taking ANY Twoforz (iroup A"
ANY TWa /rom Group B and ALL from Group C.

AII parts of a question {a, b, etc.) shauld
be answered at one place.

Answer should be brief and to-lhe-point and be supplemented
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers fiay

result in l<tss of markt.

Anv missing * **!!,lZ?,iffi:"ff;:*,d suitabty sivins

Figures on the right-hantd side margfu indicate Jutt nnrks.

Group A

t. (a) Define followfurg ternrs with respect to managernent :

(0 Fluuring 2' >;5

(ii) Organizing

(irrJ Directing

(ru) Conhrlling

(v) Cmrdinating.

(6) Explainfollowingqvpesofmanagernent, zr-xa
t

(0 General Manageinent

{ii) S*ientific Management.

{iiii }-:n gireerin g'iv'lanngenical

{iv'; ivstern Maragerren{.

1 ltrn t)*'r I
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2, (a) Explain the ne,€d of huoar resourc€s plarloing (r) Explainlftelinkageass€ts(fDcdardcmat)andliEbiliti€s
and management in an organization with suirable (fixed and cur.€r$) oftwo succ€ssive balarrc€ sheets
e)(smpto. I through income statement. I

(') r'friie a shortrcteon following: '1x-r 6. (a) Explain the tteory and concrptofprodudionwith
(0 SeleLtiorandrecruitnent suitableexample. 4

(r, Traioingardretrainiflg (r) Distinguish betw€€n Mamge.ial Ecoromics and

(iir) Skitl dwelopment anr.l competenc€ developmenC le,ginal Productivity. 4

_ (iv) Promotion and career developroent. (c) (i) Wlrat is a rced of maintaidngquality staodards ?

sxpta 6
3. (a) Distingui$ bett*een : 3x2 (r, whatisaueedofeualitymaragem€nt?Explain. 6

(r) Resources and Coustraints

(rr) MonitorturS ard controlling 7' (a) write a short note on : 3 x 4

(r) (, Exptain sit€ selectioo pmc€dures 6nd tictors (' TotalQu'lityMamgem€nt

affecting selection ofsi te. 3 (ir) lso 9000 system

(i0 strategies for effective maintenance. 3 (ir' Enterprise Resource Planning @RP)'

(c) Explain porticipotive maragement, tr.de mions, ard 
(iv) E-commerce'

collective bargaining bdefly. S (n) (0 Explainqpesofconiiolclnrsaddrcirappli:ai<ms. 4

(i, What is a Deed ofacceptance sampling ? Explain. 4
a" (a) Explainfurcfionsofobjectivesofrnarerialmanagement 8

(r) (, F-xptah MRpbriefiy. 6 E. (a) (, Explain lhe concepts ofp.ojectmaoagement.

(.,) rnventorymoderswithorwithoursrorasecosts. 6 ,, 
fi:S"l;ffi:1;*:J;il1|u1,,1",*,",., ,o

Gmop B (r) Write a short note on PERT, CPM tcchoiques with
5. (a) Explainbdefiy: f x4 theirapplicsrionsseParately. l0

(, Balanca sheet Group C

(it) Ptofitand loss 9. Answer (he following in brief: loxl.
(')i) Income statement (i) Financial Rsrios ad their implicatioos.

W'16:3FN: IC402(l4l {) ( 2 } ({'untinuecl'l W'16:.}FN:lCa02{1411) ( I ) I '.lirru {.lppv \
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irQ What do you rnsan by social audlt ?

{iii} DetineDeeision-making

(iv) Wtlat is producticn management ?

(u) What is LineerPn-rgramrnirg

(vi) Consumcr behavior and market research.

(r,ii) Pr*duct Design and Development.

(vii4 Pricing and Prerrnotion

(rx) Layout-rypes

(.r) ,{ttributes and variatrles.

Ai.r,. )..i!tt,i,i.
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